ILLUSTRATIONS

Mineralogy
Bulk mineralogy of selected samples was determined by X-ray diffraction.
Samples were taken at intervals of 5 feet or less. Figure 2 shows the relative peak intensities for the major minerals contained in oil shale; the peak intensities should not be interpreted as quantitative indicators of the composition of the oil shale. Visual examination of the split core indicates that pyrite is commonly distributed throughout the core, but not in sufficient quantities to be detected by X-ray diffraction.
No clear relationships between mineralogy and oil-yield are obvious.
Dolomite, calcite, and. quartz are the major minerals indentified, and are generally persistent throughout the interval studied. Dolomite is somewhat more consistent in appearance than calcite. Albite is more abundant than Kfeldspar, and is found throughout the section, although in relatively lower quantities in the upper 165 feet where analcime is relatively more abundant. 
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Lithologic description
The lithologic characteristics of the core are given in Table 1 . (Cashion, 1967, p. 14, 17) or "t"
zone (Cashion, 1974) Horse bench Sandstone Bed or "t" -1905 SBR76-1906 SBR76-1907 SBR76--1908 FBR76-1909 SBR76-1910 SBR76-1911 S3R76-1912 SBR76-1913 SBK76-1914 SBR76-1915 SBR76-1916 SBR76-1917 SBR76-1918 SBR76-1919 SBK76-1920 SBR76-1921 SBR76-1922 SBR76-1923 SBR76-1924 SBR76-1925 SBR76-1926 SBR76-1927 SBR76-1928 SBR76-1929 -1930 SBR76-1931 SBR76-1932 SBR76-1933 SBR76-1934 SBR76-1935 SBR76-1936 SBR76-1937 SBR76-1938 SB R7 6-19 39 SBR76-1940 SBR76-1941 SBR76-1942 SBR76-1943| SBR76-1944 SBR76-1945 SBR76-1946 SBR76-1947 SBR76-1948 SBR76-1949 SBR76-1950 SBR76-1951 SBR76-1952 SBR76-1953 SBR76-1954 SBR76-1955 SBR76-1956 SBR76-1957 SBR76-1958 SBR76-1959 /6-1960 SBR76-1961 SBR76-1962 SBR76-1963 SBK76-1964 SBR76-1965 SBR76-1966 SBR76-1967 SBR76-1968 SBR76-1969 SBR76-1970 SBR76-1971 SBR76-1972 SBR76-1973 SBR76-1974 SBR76-1975 SBR76-1976 SBR76-1977 SBR76-1978 SBR76-1979 SBK/.>-1980 SBR76-1981 SBR76-1982 SBR76-1983 SBR76-1984 SBR76-1985 SBR76-1986 SBR76-1987 SBR76-1988 SBR76-1989 See footnote 1-190.0 190.0-191.0 191.0-192.2 192.2-193.3 193.3-194.7 194.7-195.7 195.7-197.4 197.4-198.4 198.4-199.4 199.4-200.5 200.5-201.6 201.6-202.6 202.6-204.4 204.4-205.5 205.5-207.0 207.0-208.0 208.0-209.0 209.0-210.3 210.3-211.6 211.6-212.6 at end of 
